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Abstract: The most imperative process in smart antenna system is beam forming, which changes the beam pattern of an
antenna for a particular angle. If the antenna does not change the position for the specified angle, then the signal
loss will be very high. By considering the aforesaid drawback, here a new genetic algorithm based technique for
beam forming in smart antenna system is proposed. In the proposed technique, if the angle is given as input, the
maximum signal gain in the beam pattern of the antenna with corresponding position and phase angle is obtained
as output. The length of the beam, interference, phase angle, and the number of patterns are the factors that are
considered in our proposed technique. By using this technique, the gain of the system gets increased as well as
the interference is reduced considerably. The implementation result exhibits the efficiency of the system in beam
forming.
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1. Introduction
Smart antenna system contains multiple antenna elements connected to a digital signal processor where a spatial filteringis performed [11, 15]. Smart antenna technology increases the directivity of the antenna beam to improve the signalat the desired receiver without causing any impedance to other radio users, or using multiple receive/transmit antennachannels simultaneously in order to enhance reliability for increasing the data capacity of the link [12]. Direction ofarrival estimation and beam steering are the two important additional functions need to be satisfied by smart antennasor adaptive antennas along with their main function of effectively transmitting and receiving radio signals [5].
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The gain of a smart antenna is normally greater than that of an Omni-directional antenna. Also, when compared to anomni-directional antenna, smart antenna has higher reachability i.e., a larger directional range [8]. Beam forming is theterm used to define the application of weights to the inputs of an array of antennas to steer the reception of the antennaarray in a particular direction, called the look direction or the main lobe [6, 22].Beam forming techniques aims at enhancing the captured sound quality by using the diversity in the received signalsof the microphone array depending on the location of the source and the hindrance [23]. The two significant functionsof smart antennas are Direction of Arrival and Adaptive Beam forming [9, 16]. Adaptive beam forming systems usesan adaptive array processing for the creation of nulls in the direction of interference as well as powerful beams in thedirection of desired user [13].Due to the evolution of digital circuit design, the ultrasound beam forming system has moved from the analog era to thedigital era. The computational flexibility of digital system allows the dynamic receive focusing to be performed in orderto obtain better image quality [7]. Beam forming provides many advantages to antenna design. Space division multipleaccess (SDMA) is achieved since a beamformer can steer its look direction towards a particular signal. Other signalsfrom diverse directions can reuse the same carrier frequency [5]. Smart antennas are utilized in performance analysis ofMUSIC and LMS algorithms [4], Mobile and Base Stations in an OFDM/TDMA System [21].In this paper a new technique was proposed using genetic algorithm that considers all essential factors for allocatingsignal in the particular position and angle with maximum signal gain. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Therelated works are briefly reviewed in Section 2; proposed technique with sufficient mathematical models and illustrationsare detailed in Section 3; implementation results are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related works
Some of the recent works related to beam forming in smart antenna are reviewed in this section. Haardt et al. [10] haveutilized realistic channel and interference models for constructing and analyzing the space timing processing methodwith multiple antennas at the base station and/or mobile terminal. In addition to reliable evaluation of the link levelperformance of the smart antenna techniques, a more accurate spectral efficiency enhancement evaluation at the systemlevel has been possible from the mapping between system and link level result.Shubair et al. [18] have proposed an adaptive beam forming and direction-of-arrival estimation based practical designof a smart antenna system. The MUSIC algorithm for recognizing the directions of the source signals falling on thesensor array containing smart antenna system has been used as the basis for assessing the direction-of-arrival (DOA).The LMS algorithm for directing the most important beam towards the preferred source signals has been used and deepnulls have been produced in the directions of interfering signals for achieving adaptive beam forming The real datameasurements of the incident signals received by the sensor array has been provided by a hardware part involved inthe smart antenna system design.Bahri et al. [3] have proposed a flexible beam forming algorithm using downlink multiple-input multiple-output multi-carrier code division multiple access system (MIMO MCCDMA) for smart antennas. Least mean square based algorithmhas been used, the receiver has incorporated pilot channel estimation and zero forcing equalizer and reference signal andno knowledge channel has been required. Robustness against multi path effects and multi-user flexibility multi-carriercode division multiple access and channel diversity provided by multiple-input multiple-output systems for radio mobilechannels have been efficiently exploited by learning multi-carrier code division multiple accesses in a multiple antennasetting.Abdallah [2] have discussed the use of Butler matrix which is a distinctive type of beam former in a switched beamsmart antenna system’s antenna array. Their system has been developed and evaluated for use in the 11.25-12.85 GHzsatellite communication band. Compactness has been achieved by constructing the technique that incorporates a 4x4Butler matrix and a 4-element micro strip patch antenna array, entirely by using micro strip printed circuit technique.Wang et al. [20] have proposed a complex-valued genetic algorithm (GA) for optimizing linear array antenna beamforming. Unlike traditional GA, the array excitation weighting vectors have been directly signified by their method ascomplex number chromosomes by means of binary coding, and complex-valued encoding based genetic operator methodshave been improved. Both remarkable improvement in searching efficiency and successful prevention of prematureconvergence have been achieved by their algorithm.Recioui et al. [14] have proposed a genetic algorithm for producing evenly spaced linear array geometries with potential
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to achieve decrease in side lobe level and beam forming. The objective of the iterative process has been to adapt thepreferred pattern to the desired one and in addition reduce the side lobe level by optimizing the element excitations. Thedesign usefulness and adaptability for switched smart antenna systems applications have been established by includingseveral examples.Abdolee et al. [1] have proposed a decimal genetic algorithm for simultaneous minimization of side lobe and generation ofnulls toward interferers and jammers. Their technique has accelerated the optimization process by exploiting Chebyshevcoefficients window as an initial weight vector. The capability of their technique to simultaneously minimize the sidelobe power and produce the nulls in the direction of interferers by identifying the most appropriate weights vector hasbeen made evident by the simulation results. Uniform Linear Array (ULA) structure has been validated.While reviewing the recent researches explained above in [18], beam forming is obtained using MUSIC algorithm butmain beam and deep nulls in the direction of interfering signal only considered; in [3], beam forming is obtained usingRLS and LMS algorithm by considering interference, but result is not up to the level; in [2], beam forming in smartantenna using micro strip printed circuit technique; in [20], beam forming in smart antenna obtained using geneticalgorithm; in [14], beam forming obtained using GA considering only side lobe level and beam pattern and in [1], beamforming in smart antenna obtained using decimal GA by considering side lobe level and null towards interference. Fromthe above description, it is clear that in most of the works one or two factors are considered for beam forming in smartantenna.
3. Beam forming in smart antenna using GA
The factors used for computing beam forming in smart antenna are interference, length of the beam, number of patterns,phase angle, position, gain etc. By using the above factors the beam pattern, main beam and side lobe are calculated. Soit is clear that, the above factors will directly affect the performance of the smart antenna. While investigating the existingworks, it is found that one or two factors are utilized for beam forming in smart antenna. Hence, by considering theaforementioned drawbacks, here a hybrid technique for beam forming in smart antenna is proposed using the parameterssuch as interference, length of the beam, number of patterns, phase angle, and gain. The hybrid technique includes twostage genetic algorithms. In the first stage, genetic algorithm is used to generate a set of chromosomes i.e. positionand phase angle for different angle and in the second stage it is used to locate the beam pattern with maximum signalgain and phase angle of the antennas in a particular position. The process that takes place in the proposed method isexplained briefly in the following sections. Figure 1 shows the overall process of the proposed method.

Figure 1. Proposed GA based method for beam forming in smart antenna.
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3.1. GA stage 1: generating data set for different angles
GA is a genetic concept based optimization technique. In this stage, a genetic algorithm is utilized to create set ofchromosomes for different angles and their corresponding position and phase angle. The main function is to calculate thephase angle and position of each antenna to achieve maximum signal gain for a given angle. Maximum signal efficiencycan be obtained by minimizing the signal interference and assigning an exact phase angle to all the antennas. Figure 2illustrates the flow chart, which describes the process that takes place for finding the direction and phase angle of eacharray using genetic algorithm. The proposed GA-based technique includes six important stages: 1) Generation of initialchromosomes, 2) Fitness evaluation, 3) Crossover, 4) Mutation, 5) Selection of best chromosomes, and 6) Termination.

Figure 2. GA stage 1 to generate set of chromosomes for different angle values.

3.1.1. Initial chromosome generationLet us consider the length of the beam be D, number of beam pattern be M , total angle to receive and transmit thesignal be θ, the position be xp and the phase angle be φp. A population pool of size Np is generated, Xp = {Dp, θp,Mp},where, Dp, θp,Mp are the input genes of the chromosome and Yp = {xp, φp}, where, xp, φp are the output genes of thechromosome, p is the number of genes in the chromosome. After generating the chromosome, the fitness function iscalculated.
3.1.2. Fitness functionThe fitness of each generated chromosome is calculated by a fitness function. The fitness value is computed for eachchromosome using the following equation 1.

Fitness function, F (i) = 1
b1Ttp(i) + 1

b2Tmp(i) + 1
b3Tsl(i) + 1

b4Tnl(i) + 1
b5Tn(i) (1)
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where, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 are the coefficients of the corresponding values, Ttp is the total array pattern, Tmb is the mainbeam, Tsl is the side lobe level, Tnl is the number, location, and width of nulls, and Tn is the number of array [19]. Forthe above fitness function, Ttp, Tmb, Tsl, Tnl, Tn are calculated using the equations given below.
Total array pattern, Ttp(i) = ∫

r∈B

(
S(r)
Q − Sref (r)dr) (2)

Main beam, Ttp(i) = ∫
r∈mb

[
S(r)
Q − Sref (r)]dr (3)

Side lobe level, Tsl = Q
max {S(r)} (4)

Number, location and width of null, Tnl(i) = ∫
r∈bn

[
S(r)
Q − Sref (r)]dr (5)

Number of array, Tn = M (6)
Beam pattern function, S(r) = 1∑

n−0 e
j(kyn sinθ+φn) (7)

Target beam, Sref (r) = 2.79 cos r + 2.49 cos 3r − 0.79 cos 5r + 1.35 cos 7r + cos 9r (8)
r = sinθ − sinθ0 (9)

bnk = rnlk ± ∆rnlk (10)
where, S(r) is the beam pattern function, Sref (r) is the target beam, θ is the incident angle, and θ0 is the steering angleof the array.The fitness value is calculated by using the above equations. After calculating the fitness, Np/2 best chromosomes areselected based on the fitness value. Then, the crossover operation is performed on the selected best chromosomes.
3.1.3. Crossover operationCrossover is a genetic operator, which combines two parent chromosomes to generate a child chromosome called offspring.In our technique, single point crossover is performed for the above selected best chromosome at a crossover rate Cr = 0.5to acquire a new child chromosome, Nchild for every parent chromosome. A new set of genes are generated after applyingthe crossover operation. Then, the mutation operation is done on the newly generated genes.
3.1.4. Mutation operationThe mutation operator produces a new generation from the best initial chromosomes. In the proposed technique, thechromosomes are mutated by randomly choosing the genes at a mutation rate of Mp = 0.5. A set of mutation pointsare generated and by using those mutation points, a new set of chromosomes are generated from the above set of bestchromosome. The next process after mutation is termination.
3.1.5. Termination stageThe chromosomes present in the population pool are evaluated by the fitness function as already performed and the sameprocess is repeated iteratively. The process is repeated until it reaches a maximum number of iteration Np. Finally, abest chromosome is obtained from the population pool based on its fitness value. The final set of data obtained from theend of stage 1 GA is

Dataset =

θ1n
θ2n
.
.
θpn



x1n, φ1n,M1n, D1n
x2n, φ2n,M2n, D2n

.

.
xpn, φpn,Mpn, Dpn

 (11)

The final best chromosome represents the phase angle and position value for different angle, the number of beam patternand the array length. In this stage, we obtained set of chromosomes for diverse angle and in the next stage using this
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set of chromosomes as the initial chromosomes, the corresponding position and phase angle are calculated for achievingmaximum gain and for reducing hindrance.
3.2. GA stage 2: calculating position and phase angle for a given angle
In this stage, if the angle is given as input to the genetic algorithm, the direction and phase angle are obtained as theoutput. The initial chromosome for stage 2 GA is taken from equation 11. For the given input, the corresponding data istaken and then the fitness function is calculated using the equation 12. The output obtained after computing the fitnessfunction is {xp, φp}, where xp, φp are the position and phase value of the antenna.
3.2.1. Fitness functionThe fitness function is calculated using the equation given below.

Fitness function, F (i) = b1Ttp(i) + b2Tmb(i) + 1
b3Tsl(i) + 1

b4Tnl(i) + 1
b5Tn(i) (12)

Main beam, Tmb(i) = mb∑
j=1
{∫

r∈mb

[
S(r)
Q − Sref (r)]dr} (13)

Number, location and width of null, Tnl(i) = nl∑
j=1
{∫

r∈bn

[
S(r)
Q − Sref (r)]dr} (14)

Ttp, Tsl, Tn are computed using the equations 2, 4 and 6 respectively.After computing the fitness function, the next process is crossover operation. The crossover and mutation operation isexplained in the section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 respectively. In the termination process, the new set of chromosomes generatedafter mutation process is evaluated by fitness function. After evaluating the chromosome using fitness function, thechromosome that obtained with best fitness is considered as the best chromosome. The efficiency of the smart antennacan be increased, if the position and phase angle are set based on the values obtained from the above process.
4. Result and discussions
The proposed technique is implemented in MATLAB platform version 7.10. In the proposed technique, if the angle isgiven as input to the system, it gives the corresponding beam as the output. Here, initially the beam forming in smartantenna is tested for one angle and then, tested for combining two and three angles and the corresponding beam obtainedis analyzed and for that beam, the interference ratio and gain are calculated. The result of the proposed technique iscompared with the PSO technique. The results are analyzed below.
a. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 degree

Here, the input angle given is 0 degree, and from Figure 3 it is clear that the main beam is focused towards 0 degree,and except the main beam, all other beams existing are only side lobes. The main beam will focus towards the directionindicated by the angle that is given as input.The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 0 degree using the proposed method are shown in Table 1.
b. Beam forming in smart antenna angle at 110 degree

Here, the input angle given is 110 degree, and from Figure 4, it is obvious that the main beam is focused towards110 degree, and except the main beam, all other beams existing are side lobes. The main beam will steer towards thedirection indicated by the angle that is given as input.
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Figure 3. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 degree.

Table 1. Position and phase angle at 0 degree.

Beam length (m) 17Number of beam patterns 10Phase angle 1.425 16.35 15.48 10.57 0.844 15.3 16.25 12.44 10.64 8.68(radian)Position (m) 16.5 0.6071 0.541 6.486 11.55 5.786 2.356 4.268 12.81 7.979
The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 110 degree using the proposed technique are shown inTable 2.
Table 2. Position and phase angle at 110 degree.

Beam length (m) 9Number of beam patterns 5Phase angle (radian) 1.5843 6.7755 8.8205 0.90246 0.51998Position (m) 1.6609 1.3756 4.1 0.10689 0.72943

c. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 90 degree

Here, the input angle given is 0 and 90 degree, and from Figure 5 it is clear that the main beam is focused towards 0and 90 degrees, and except the main beam, all the other beams are only side lobes. The main beam will focus towardsthe direction of the angles given as input.The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 0 and 90 degree using the proposed method are shown inTable 3.
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Figure 4. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 degree.

Figure 5. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 90 degree.

Table 3. Position and phase angle at 0 and 90 degree.

Beam length (m) 17Number of beam patterns 10Phase angle 1.425 16.35 15.48 10.57 0.844 15.30 16.25 12.44 10.64 8.68(radian)Position (m) 16.5 0.607 0.541 6.486 11.55 5.79 2.357 4.268 12.81 7.97
d. Beam forming in smart antenna at 100 and 200 degree

Here, the input angle given is 100 and 200 degree, and from Figure 6 it is clear that the main beam is focused towards100 and 200 degree and except the main beam, all the other beams are only side lobes. The main beam will focustowards the direction of the angles given as input.The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 100 and 200 degree using the proposed method are shownin Table 4.
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Figure 6. Beam forming in smart antenna at 100 and 200 degree.

Table 4. Position and phase angle at 100 and 200 degree.

Beam length (m) 11Number of beam patterns 5Phase angle (radian) 7.0085 8.72236 5.58093 12.4325 7.44863Position (m) 0.521922 2.19681 8.09021 7.6487 12.5251
e. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 180 degree

Figure 7. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 180 degree.

Here, the input angle given is 0 and 180 degree, and from Figure 7 it is clear that the main beam is focused towards 0and 180 degree and except the main beam, all the other beams are only side lobes. The main beam will focus towardsthe direction of the angles given as input.The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 0 and 180 degree using the proposed method are shown inTable 5.The proposed method is compared with beam forming using LMS and RLS algorithm.
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Table 5. Position and phase angle at 0 and 180 degree.

Beam length (m) 17Number of beam patterns 10Phase angle 1.4296 16.3523 15.481 10.5749 0.844125 15.3009 16.2543 12.4393 10.6355 8.68312(radian)Position (m) 16.5001 0.607099 0.5411 6.48649 11.5549 5.18656 2.35662 4.26843 12.8134 7.97964
i. Beam forming using LMS algorithm [23]

Figure 8. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 180 degree using LMS algorithm.

ii. Beam forming using RLS algorithm [23]

Figure 9. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 180 degree using RLS algorithm.

Figures 8 and 9 shows the beam forming in smart antenna at 0 and 180 degree using LMS and RLS algorithm respectively.The beam forming obtained using the proposed method is shown in Figure 7. In the proposed method the side lobes arevery low value, so that the interference signal was very low, but using LMS and RLS algorithm, the side lobes are veryhigh, so that the signal interference will be very high. Due to increase in side lobes using LMS and RLS algorithm,we didn’t receive the exact signal. From this result it is clear that the proposed method is better than LMS and RLSalgorithm.
f. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0, 70 and 250 degree

Here, the input angle given is 0, 70 and 250 degrees, and from Figure 4 it is clear that the main beam is focusingtowards 0, 70 and 250 degrees and except the main beam, all the other beams are only side lobes. The main beam willfocus towards the direction of the angles given as input.
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Figure 10. Beam forming in smart antenna at 0, 70 and 250 degree.

The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 0, 70 and 250 degree using the proposed method are shownin Table 6.
Table 6. Position and phase angle at 0 and 180 degree.

Beam length (m) 16Number of beam patterns 10Phase angle 10.0314 0.0388 16.057 13.47 6.788 14.85 11.46 4.12 2.86 14.6391(radian)Position (m) 5.5529 5.52758 6.80295 12.9796 2.78915 11.7009 10.9364 13.963 6.4353 1.90231
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g. Beam forming in smart antenna at 70, 110 and 300 degree

Figure 11. Beam forming in smart antenna at 70, 110 and 300 degree.

Here, the input angle given is 70, 110 and 300 degrees, and from Figure 11 it is clear that the main beam is focusedtowards 70, 110 and 300 degrees and except the main beam, all the other beams are only side lobes. The main beamwill focus towards the direction of the angles given as input.The position and phase angle obtained for beam forming at 70, 110 and 300 degree using the proposed method areshown in Table 7.
Table 7. Position and phase angle at 70, 110 and 300 degree.

Beam length (m) 9Number of beam patterns 8Phase angle 0.4952 6.8088 7.8176 8.0737 2.6505 8.959 0.52296 1.2772(radian)Position (m) 6.0799 0.14401 3.4403 5.3366 6.2776 4.4674 2.6419 5.7511
The next process is to calculate the gain, signal to interference ratio and peak signal to interference ratio. Theseparameters are computed using the equations 15, 16 and 17 and values obtained for each angle is shown in Table 7.

Gain, G = 20 logM (15)where, M is the mean value of all the magnitude.
Peak Signal to interference ratio, SIR = C −D (16)Where, C is the maximum magnitude value and D is the minimum magnitude value

Signal to Interference ratio P = A
B (17)where, A is the mean value of the magnitude of signal at desired angle and B is the mean value of the magnitude ofsignal at the undesired angle.Table 8 shows the gain, signal to interference ration and peak signal to interference ratio obtained using the proposedmethod for different angle values. For 110 degree the proposed method is compared with the PSO method [19]. Thepeak signal to interference ratio obtained for the proposed method at 110 degree is 37.4389 db and for PSO method, itis 33.11 db. From this result it is clear that the proposed method is better than PSO method.
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Table 8. Gain, Signal to Interference Ratio and Peak Signal to Interference Ratio.

Angle Degree Gain db Signal to Interference Peak Signal to interferenceratio using proposed ratio using proposedmethod (db) method (db)0 90.0028 0.89681 36.9619110 90.0028 0.89753 37.43890, 90 96.0234 0.94656 36.81820,180 96.0234 0.83409 35.3129100, 200 96.0234 0.95329 36.0820, 70, 250 99.5452 0.9876 36.00270, 210, 300 99.5452 0.99183 36.6475

Figure 12. Gain, SIR and Peak SIR graph.

Figure 12 shows the graph for gain, signal to interference ratio and peak signal to interference ratio for the correspondingangles which are shown in the above table. In the above graph the each signal to interference ratio values shown in theTable 7 are multiplied by 100.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, GA was used to compute the beam pattern with maximum signal gain for the given angle in smartantennas. Here, a particular angle was given as input to the genetic algorithm, and the beam for the given angle andtheir corresponding position and phase angle of the beam patterns in the smart antenna were obtained as output. Theproposed technique was simulated in MATLAB 7.10 and tested for different angle values. The result obtained wasanalyzed. Signal gain and interference ratio were computed for each angle tested in the proposed technique. Theproposed technique for beam forming at 110 degree was compared with PSO method and also the proposed techniqueat 0 and 180 degree was compared with LMS and RLS algorithm. From the comparison results, it was clear that ourtechnique has given better gain and low interference than the PSO method, LMS and RLS algorithm.
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